
A response to Axl Rose

 
Following the statement that Axl Rose made about the Reading/Leeds debacle yesterday, I 
thought I’d give a sentence-by-sentence response that I think might represent the views of 
many.
Our start times at the Reading and Leeds festivals factually had nothing to do with 
us as the previous bands (who were great by the way) came off stage when they did 
and we went on within’ our contracted and documented changeover time period.
No you didn’t. According to This Is Fake DIY, a respectable source of music information might I 
add, your timeslots were 9:30-11:30 at Reading and 9:00-11:00 at Leeds. You came onstage at 
10:30 at Reading and finished at 12:00 (although, being fair, I am aware of your arranged 
‘extension’ of your Reading set with the organisers, not that it excuses anything) and you came 
onstage at 9:30 at Leeds and finished at 11:30. Starting your statement with a lie isn’t a good 
start.
Whatever other nonsense anyone’s choosing to write would appear intentionally 
false.
Such as…?
Having the fans or our show penalized for how the event was ran or simply the 
natural flow of events those evenings and for such minimal amount of overtime 
along with distortions and falsehoods by media, the promoter and or event 
organizers regarding the events seems a bit draconian and more than unfair to the 
fans.
The show wasn’t penalised because of how the festivals were run or because other bands 
overran but because you were late onstage and went past curfew. It’s that simple. Just because 
you’re a headliner doesn’t give you Godlike abilities. If you had Godlike abilities we would be 
facing the apocalypse as we speak. It’s hardly draconian since other headliners at this and 
practically every other festival have to obide by the same guidelines. Do you see any other 
band complain?
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A simple question: If you are aware of our changeover time, the average length of 
our show and the general nature of how these types of festivals run all of which are 
no big secrets…why book us?
Because Melvin Benn had received word from your management that you wouldn’t turn up late 
and wreck the entire organisation and logistics of the festival.
Is it simply because the lineup on our nights at both festivals sold well?
No. the event would have sold out regardless of whether you were there or not. Queens Of The 
Stone Age, for example, would have headlined and the same amount of tickets would have 
been sold.
So it’s a cash grab with no respect for the fans or the band and somehow an 
unwanted inconvenience for the cities and law enforcement?
If it was a ‘cash grab’ you wouldn’t have been paid a decent amount of money to perform and 
festivals are also not just about one band. The ‘cities and law enforcement’ were under 
assumption that you would turn up on time without any fuss as your manager had given 
assurances that you wouldn’t be late, so to them the band was not an ‘unwanted 
inconvenience’.
If we’re not wanted and just being used to line someone else’s pockets or for 
fictitious tabloid fodder at the fans and our expense we’re fine with going 
elsewhere.
But that wasn’t the case. You were booked because Melvin Benn adores Guns ‘n’ Roses. He 
even said he’d book you again! He’s a fanboy deep down. You were booked because he and 
the organisers thought you would deliver a great show. The key word in that sentence is 
‘thought’.
God forbid we would force ourselves on anyone.
In the same way that, God forbid, you pepper a tedious amount of instrumental solos and jams 
in your sets?
It’s not that kinda party.
What kind of party is it then? 80s themed? 90s themed? Bandana themed? Stetson themed? 
Keith Lemon themed? I’m genuinely curious.
I didn’t organize, arrange, authorize, have knowledge of or was even consulted 
about our being booked for these shows till after the fact nor did I choose to work 
with anyone I’m aware of other than our manager who was involved in arranging 
these dates.
Well, maybe you should communicate more with your crew so that you are fully aware of the 
stipulations and guidelines of playing festivals. It’s good to talk.
Yet it would appear we’re amazingly often legally obligated to honor such 
arrangements whether against our will or better judgment.
Well, that’s what happens when you (or someone on your behalf) signs contracts. If you had a 
problem with the contract being offered then surely you wouldn’t have signed it. Oh yeah, I 
forgot, you probably let your manager decide for you.
That’s simply and unfortunately how this business often works with the artist and 
imo seems is legally supported to benefit managers, agents, promoters and ticket 
vendors.
Hang on a sec. Did you just take a point that could be applied to how artists are making money 
in the touring industry and then just apply it as a pathetic excuse to explain your behaviour last 
weekend? I believe you have! A band turning up late for a show for no justifiable reason has no 
correlation with the pitfalls of the touring industry.
With how the fans and we were treated in the past I had what I feel were legitimate 
and now proven justified apprehensions.
Proven? How have you proven them? Posting a blog on your MySpace and tweeting on 
Twitter doesn’t constitute proof.
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Yet we gave 100% and from where we stood it seemed as if the both the fans (who 
rocked!) and our camp were having fun and making the most of things.
If your idea of fun is performing an overbloated, pyrotechnic heavy, self-indulgent, wishy-washy 
stinker of a rock show, then I think your definition of ‘fun’ and the fans definition of ‘fun’ might 
be a bit different.
Why (and what would appear intentionally) risk having it go bad for everyone?
Because no one has taken you down from your high perch of self-importance.
Imo that’s where true recklessness and negligence at both the fans and our expense 
would seem to be.
Don’t use abbreviated phrases (‘Imo’) in your statement. It’s people like you who are 
destroying the beauty of language.
Anyway…thanks again to all the fans who made our nights!!
I’m sure they appreciate it.
Peace!!
Impossible in an imperfect world.
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